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Introduction

Beyond Boundary is a collaborative community project in the heart of
Bethnal Green, Tower Hamlets, managed by ELBA and principally funded
by the Nomura Charitable Trust and State Street.
Named after the historic Boundary Estate, the project works to enhance
community cohesion and provide young people with access to opportunities
through strategic use of the business skills, time and expertise of employee
volunteers.

1365 employee volunteers




285 direct beneficiaries (young people/job seekers)

27 community organisations

214 volunteering activities

19,500 hours given
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Project background

The Beyond Boundary hotspot project was started in November 2012 and is named after the
Boundary Estate which forms the western edge of the project. The estate is arguably the world’s
first example of social housing, built in the 1890s to improve conditions for people living in the Old
Nichol Slum. The flats remain Grade II listed and, almost 130 years later, many of the issues it was
built to solve remain the same.

Beyond Boundary covers the Weavers and Bethnal Green South wards of Tower Hamlets, which
are priority areas for the Borough due to the opportunities provided by the proximity to the City
of London.
The aims and objectives of the project have been designed to support young people in the area to
increase their confidence, raise aspirations and facilitate access to opportunities for personal and
professional development on their doorstep and beyond. There is also an aim to help regenerate
the area.

Project Aim:
To enhance community cohesion, and provide young people in and around the Boundary Estate
with access to opportunities through the use of the business skills, time and expertise of employee
volunteers.

Objectives:
Objective 1: Develop and strengthen the community and voluntary sector by supporting senior
leadership and management within organisations working with young people to improve their
business effectiveness.
Objective 2: Improve the employability skills and aspirations of young people in the project area by:
•
Engaging with young people to improve their confidence and raise aspirations in order to access
education, employment and training opportunities,
•
Providing people with information, advice and access to employability opportunities
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Objective 3: Support the regeneration and improvement of community and youth organisations’
facilities and/or aesthetic environment.

Issues:
Funding cuts: The London Borough of Tower Hamlets has seen continued cuts in spending power
and is forecast to make £63m in savings over the next three years1.
Welfare reforms: Reductions in welfare continue to have a negative impact on low income families,
with the total loss to Tower Hamlets residents being around £8 million a year2.
Increase in demand for services: 75% of local charities and community groups saw an increase
in demand for their services during 2014-15; 81% expect this increase to continue over the next 12
months, and only 15% of groups feel sufficiently resourced to cope with this increase3.
Employment: Despite GCSE results in the borough being above average, there are more 16-18 year
olds not in education, employment or training (NEETS) than the English average4. 67.9% of Tower
Hamlets graduates are in employment, compared to the national average of 74.7%, and just 54% of
those in professional, graduate level employment5.
Income disparity: The average salary of those who work in Tower Hamlets is £58,000. The average
household income for those who live in Tower Hamlets is £29,550, and around 20% of households
have an annual income of less than £15,0006.
Poverty: A quarter of all Tower Hamlets residents live in income deprived households, with the
number rising to 39% for children – the highest in the country7.
Tower Hamlets is among the 10 per cent of districts in England that contain the largest proportion of
highly deprived neighbourhoods.

1. Source: www.towerhamlets.gov.uk/yourborough, 2015
2 Source : Tower Hamlets Fairness Commission, 2013
3 Source: Localgiving’s Local Charity &amp; Community Group Sustainability Survey 2015
4 Source: East End Community Foundation – Vital Issues, 2015
5 Source: HESA, 2011-12
6 Source: Tower Hamlets Equality Commission, 2013
7 Source: Indices of Multiple Deprivation, 2015

Project background

The ELBA project manager works directly with community and corporate partners, facilitating
employee volunteering to deliver against the project’s objectives. The project is guided by a Steering
Group, which meet four times a year, and is made up of representatives from key community
partners in the area, Nomura, State Street and ELBA.
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Project at a glance

The Beyond Boundary project addresses critical issues in the area and across Tower Hamlets.
Funding from Nomura and State Street enables ELBA to employ a dedicated project manager who
is responsible for identifying and facilitating employee-led volunteering activities, following ELBA’s
award-winning hotspot project model and in line with the project objectives.

Number of community
organisations
supported
Number of business
skills volunteers supporting organisations
Number of business
mentoring
relationships

Year 1
Target

Year 1
Achieved

Year 2
Target

Year 2
Achieved

Year 3
Target

Year 3
End

% increase
in Year 3

15

9

15

19

25

27

Up 42%

38

50

39

40

43

Up 10%

5

1

20

7

Up 600%

115

144

200

157

Up 7%

25
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0

Number of volunteers
working directly with
young people

115

Number of direct
beneficiaries (young
people/jobseekers)

1500

92

500

129

200

285

Up 123%

Number of team
challenge volunteers

150

632

700

1093

1000

1158

Up 6%

39

*The project year was extended by two months until the end of the calendar year as agreed with
project funders
Numbers correct as of 31 December 2015

Project inputs:

£234,570: total value of volunteers’ time

£72,450
Total volunteering time
for business skills

Total gifts in kind: £9496
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£162,120
Total volunteering time
for team challenges

27 Community organisations supported

6 received support
for young people

11 received support
for organisation

10 received support
for regeneration

335 total direct beneficiaries
123% increase
Young people supported:
123% increase on Year 2

Yr 3

Project at a glance

Project outputs:

Yr 2

1365 volunteers engaged



1227 supporting
regeneration

27 supporting
organisations

111 supporting
young people
*For more information on Inputs, Outputs and Impacts within the London Benchmarking Group
framework, see http://www.lbg-online.net/
**Calculated by number of hours volunteered, by value of their time (£50/hr for business skills volunteering, £20/hr for team challenges)
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Supporting community organisations
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Objective one:
Develop and strengthen the community and voluntary sector by supporting senior leadership and
management within organisations working with young people to improve their business
effectiveness.



27 volunteers

50 beneficiaries

With charities increasingly feeling the pressure of
reduced resources and increased demands, there has
been a stretch across the services they are able to
provide as a result. Projects including Beyond Boundary
have never been more crucial, supporting local
community organisations with the help of skilled
volunteers with specialist knowledge as recommended
by Local Giving.
The Bethnal Green and Whitechapel area has recently
witnessed a change in demographics of its population,
with an increase of residents being seasoned professionals. It is suggested, Tower Hamlets as a borough is the
‘richest’ by day, yet the poorest by night. There is a
variety of community organisations in the local Bethnal
Green area, ranging from arts and crafts through to
sexual health clinics and schools.
Chief Executives from organisations in the area such
as Rich Mix, Oxford House and St Hilda’s, are members
of the Beyond Boundary Steering Group, providing
direction and insight on prevalent issues in the
community to project funders, State Street and Nomura.
Organisations such as Tower Hamlet Community
Transport have been introduced to new trustee members
from Nomura, providing the organisation an expert in
change management in line with the organisation’s long
term objectives. It also helps the organisation’s
governance at board level.
Homeless charity Providence Row received professional
business skills support from a number of volunteers from
State Street on their presentation and funding skills
support in a ‘Pitch for Success’ workshop to provide
Providence Row Charity with the necessary skills to
secure much needed funding for the future.
Evaluation:
This year there was a total of 7 Executive Partnerships
between members of Senior Managers from State Street
and Chief Executives from a variety of community
organisations. There are plans to replicate this with
Senior Managers next year. There has been an increase
in the number of volunteers working with community
organisations directly as whole. The level of engagement
with community organisations has increased and the
diversity of kinds of organisations volunteers have
been supporting has also increased.

Case study:
Dave Alquist (Tower Hamlets
Community Transport) and Iris
H. (Nomura) new board trustee
Iris Hinterberger, Vice President
for Risk at Nomura was recently
appointed as a Board Trustee
for Tower Hamlets Community
Transport (THCT). THCT is a local
community transport organisation
with the aim of alleviating social
isolation and enhancing well-being
through the provision of transport
where public and privately owned
transport is not possible.
THCT are currently reviewing
their business strategy for the
next few years, and investigating
a number of alternative sources
of income. Iris brings with her a
wealth of experience in Change
Management and upscaling
business models which quickly
became a match made in transport
heaven for THCT.
Dave Alquist, Manager at THCT
said, ‘we are glad Iris is able to join
our Board of Trustees and excited
by her wealth of experience and
the skills she can bring to help us
grow as an organisation’.

Improve the employability skills and aspirations of young people in the project area by:
•
Engaging with young people to improve their confidence and raise aspirations in order
to access education, employment and training opportunities
•
Providing people with information, advice and access to employability opportunities



111 volunteers

285 beneficiaries

Year Three of the Beyond Boundary project saw
a number of workshops supporting young people
with their employability and life skills with volunteers from State Street and Nomura participating
in workshops to share their experiences and advice.
The soft skills workshops at Weavers Adventure
Playground with volunteers from Nomura’s
Finance Department and young people ran again
for its second concurrent year. 30 volunteers
worked with over ten young people, over five
weeks, discussing career paths, social media,
personal branding and team working skills in
an informal setting.
Volunteers from State Street, Nomura, Financial
Ombudsman Service and Standard Chartered
participated in a ‘Drop Down Day’ at Oaklands
Secondary School, working alongside 120 Year
10 students, focussing on mock interviews, work
place etiquette and how to deal with challenging
scenarios.
Other similar workshops include a four week
employability intervention at Providence Row
Housing Association working with young residents
participating in workshops targeting an improvement on CV writing, communication skills and
understanding job adverts. After the four week
programme, the young people are then referred
onto ELBA’s flagship Training into Work scheme
securing a two-week placement at host member
companies including Lloyd’s of London.
Evaluation:
In the third year of the Beyond Boundary project,
volunteers worked directly with young people in
structured programmes and one-off workshops
with identifiable objectives. The structured
sessions increased long-term impact for the young
people involved, focussing on a variety of employability skills including CV writing, mock interviews
and communication skills. This structure will
continue to grow in Year 4 on a larger scale which
will involve schools in the area.

Case study:
Training into Work with State Street
Volunteers from State Street supported
residents of Bethnal Green improve their
employability skills through facilitating a
workshop on CV’s, interview and Presentation skills. The residents were part
of ELBA’s flagship Training into work
scheme providing job seekers a week’s
intensive training with the support of
corporate volunteers followed with a
two week work placement at a member
company.
Simon Jeal, State Street, described his
motivations to participate in the workshop: ‘I have found it rewarding participating in practice interviews and CV
writing in volunteering events and feel
from my own experience of success and
failure I had something to offer. I thoroughly enjoyed the experience and would
most definitely encourage colleagues to
volunteer’.
The volunteers worked with job seekers
aged 18-24 years over half a day. One individual who participated in the workshop
said ‘I was motivated to gain experience
in an interview situation and learnt a lot
of tips and tricks from the volunteers
which I can use in future interviews’.

Supporting young people

Objective two:

80% of the participants went on to secure
full time contractual employment through
participating in the scheme with the
support of State Street volunteers. One
of the successful candidates said, ‘I am
very grateful for this opportunity and
without the work of ELBA and support
of volunteers I would not be where I am
right now’.
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Supporting regeneration
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Objective three:
Support the regeneration and improvement of community and youth organisations’ facilities and/or
aesthetic environment

Volunteers target: 1000
Volunteers achieved: 1158

The Beyond Boundary project houses a number of
indoor and outdoor spaces, which has witnessed
over a thousand staff from member companies,
including State Street and Nomura volunteer their
time. ELBA’s Challenge: ELBA team work extremely closely with organisations in the area, such as
Spitafields City Farm, the Teesdale and Hollybush
Residents Association and Rich Mix to place
hundreds of volunteers each year.
Spitafields City Farm, the nearest city farm to the
square mile, benefitted from a number of volunteers
from member companies partaking in activities
ranging from cleaning through to painting and
weeding. Spitafields City Farm was originally set up
by volunteers in 1978 and still continues to rely on
volunteers to help maintain the farm and gardens.
Other organisations in the area such as Providence
Row Charity, have also benefitted from State Street
volunteers helping to maintain and redecorate their
roof garden. The majority of the meals cooked at
Providence Row Charity for their service users are
organic and grown in house. Volunteers from State
Street took the opportunity to plant new vegetables
as well as pull out the numerous carrots and spuds!
The Industrial Placement (IP) graduates at Nomura
visited Rich Mix to volunteer their time to give the
arts and crafts centre a new lease of life through a
fresh lick of paint. Rich Mix is a prominent organisation in the Bethnal Green area and is host to in
the region of 200,000 volunteers per year.
Evaluation:
There was a record number of Team Challenge
volunteers placed in community organisations in
Year 3 of the project. The increase in numbers is due
to the strong partnerships between the Challenge:
ELBA team and the community partners in the area,
along with an increased interest in Nomura and
State Street volunteers for this activity. The support
provided by Nomura’s Real Estate Services team
to Oxford House has continued into Year 3 and is
very likely to continue into Year 4. Future work will
also include more collaborative challenges between
Nomura and State Street similar to the challenge
which took place earlier in the year with both
funders, Think Forward and Bancroft TMC.

Case study:
Nomura’s Real Estate Services team
and Oxford House
Oxford House (OH) is a
community and arts centre in the
heart ofLondon’s East End. OH was
originally established in 1884 by Keble
College and the University of
Oxford to provide a centre of religious,
social and educational work among
the poor of East London. Throughout
2015, Oxford House had numerous
levels of engagement with Nomura’s
in house Real Estate Services team
with specialist volunteers dedicating
over hundred hours to Oxford Houses’
building maintenance issues.
Oxford House and Nomura’s Real
Estate Services team now form a
sustainable and strong relationship
which was originally brokered by
ELBA and the Beyond Boundary
project. Expert volunteers from
Nomura regularly help Oxford House
combat the ongoing issues the
building faces which includes ceiling
leaks, damp amongst others.
David Crowley, Health, Safety &
Environment Manager at Nomura
said, “the relationship between Real
Estate & Services and Oxford House
has strengthened over this year, with
more team members getting involved
in a variety of challenging projects,
we really feel like we are part of the
OH! Community and look forward to
a sustainable partnership.”

Supporting community organisations

SAM
JOHNSON,
HEAD OF
PROJECTS, CM
SOUNDS

“The help we’ve received via the
Beyond Boundary programme
this year has been fantastic.
We’ve been able to access
incredible support from Nomura’s IT, Marketing and Multimedia
teams, have been able to bring our students into a
corporate environment to perform their music and
are currently in the process of receiving help to
reinvigorate our online presence. For a charity like
us this kind of help and support is crucial.”

“It’s been a really successful
JANE EARL,
year to be associated with the CHIEF EXECUTIVE,
Beyond Boundry project. We’ve
RICH MIX
built on the links we made with
the corporate partners through
our HR handbook refresh last
year, and this year have had some very practical
help with advice on things to do with our buildings, and with practical activity through team
challenges on keeping our busy public building
looking good.

Impact

At the end of Year 3, participating community partners were surveyed to determine the impact of
volunteering activities on their organisation or service users.

JOE SWAN,
FUNDRAISING
OFFICER,
PROVIDENCE
ROW CHARITY

As a member of the Steering Group, it’s also
been very interesting to hear about other
initiatives underway. I very much hope that
my successor will be able to benefit from some
of the powerful executive mentoring which is
making such a difference to the third sector in
East London.”

“Working with Shadique on the
Beyond Boundary project has been
fantastic. I have gained invaluable expertise, been introduced to
great contacts and attended some
amazing events. I’m sure there’s loads more good
stuff to come!”

Supporting young people - as a result of volunteer-led workshops, young people:
Developed new skills to
relate to work/ education/
personal life

Are more confident

95%

89%

Supporting
regeneration

Developed a social
network with others

Are prepared to
look for work

81%

88%

Volunteer impact
Through engaging with the Beyond Boundary project,
volunteers have experienced an impact on their own
skills and experiences:

100%

Helped make a
visible improvement
to the local physical
environment

100%

Enabled beneficiaries
to achieve results they
wouldn’t otherwise
have the resources to

“I thoroughly enjoyed supporting
young people on their CVs and
presentation skills. It was a great
experience and I would definitely
encourage colleagues to volunteer”

“We were all impressed with the
young people’s energy, ideas for the
task and their enthusiasm to learn
more about our careers!”

SIMON JEAL,
STATE STREET

JOANNA COLES,
NOMURA
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Year Four focus

In Year 4 of Beyond Boundary corporate volunteers will continue to support community partners
with their operations and regeneration of their facilities and business skills.

Supporting Community Organisations:
The project will continue to support the community organisations in the Bethnal Green area through
utilising the experience and expertise of corporate volunteers predominantly from State Street and
Nomura. The project will also look to engage new community organisations developing new work
streams and opportunities for the project funders. Many community organisations will also be encouraged to develop a sustained relationship, brokered by ELBA, with departments of project funders.

Supporting Young People:
The project will continue to target youth led organisations, supporting them through engaging
young people in employment workshops, company visits through to mentoring opportunities.
The project will continue to work to develop the aspirations of young people of the Bethnal Green
area, working alongside the employment team at ELBA to help them access jobs.

Supporting Regeneration:
The Challenge:ELBA team has strong relationships with community organisations in the Bethnal
Green area. This year, similarly to the last, the project hopes to continue to exceed set targets of
volunteers supporting regeneration in the area through more collaborative opportunities with the
project funders.

Development and New Opportunities
Since the project commenced in November 2012, the project area has experienced rapid and significant change. There has been sweeping regeneration, particularly in Shoreditch, which brings not just
benefits to the area but serious challenges also. Community organisations have been working hard to
address the polarisation that accompanies rapid regeneration. Both public budgets and traditional
sources of grant funding have shrunk, giving a two-pronged pressure of a public service void that
community organisations have often tried to fill, but with reduced funding. The project will now
work with targeted youth led organisations to maximise the impact in creating a legacy for coming
years. Departments at Nomura and State Street will be encouraged to adopt relationships with
community partners. Ultimately, this does not involve an overhaul but more of a project refinement.
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For more information contact Shadique Gani: shadique.gani@elba-1.org.uk

